
Lyndhurst Secondary Technology Package – Addendum #7 
8.29.2017 

Bid Date:  Wednesday, August 30, 2017 @ 1:00PM 

Items issued in this addendum: 

A.  Contractor questions and responses 

B. Clarifications 
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A.  Contractor questions and responses 

1. Drawing TSD-502, detail 2, shows the Extron Wall-Vault system powering two ceiling speakers. 
However, all floor plans show the classrooms having four speakers. Please clarify how many speakers 
each classroom system should have. Please be advised that the amplifier that is part of the Wall-Vault 
system is an 8-ohm amplifier, not a 70V amplifier and is therefore designed to power a single pair of 8-
ohm speakers (which are included with the wall-vault system). Adding two more speakers and 
attempting to wire them to the amp would throw off the impedance load on the amplifier and might 
cause damage to it. 
RESPONSE: Extron (Basis of design) requires 2 speakers, as shown on TSD-502, to accomplish the 
required sound coverage. If using Extron, only 2 speakers would be required in each space. Other 
manufactures are listed as equals in the specifications. These manufacturers may require 4 speakers to 
meet the specifications. 
 
2.  There is an issue with installing the AVerMedia TV tuner in the specified enclosure.  The 
dimensions of the tuner are 4.5”(deep) x 7”(long) x 1”(width). Because the Wall-Vault enclosures are 
essentially split down the middle with the power and cable cutouts down the center and the switcher 
at the bottom (please see Drawing TSD-502, Detail 3), that only leaves 5” on either side of the power 
cutout for the tuner. While the tuner itself might fit, there will not be enough room to plug anything 
into it. Additionally, the tuner vents heat out the sides of the unit, so it actually requires some 
additional room in order for the heat dissipation to work, otherwise, the unit will overheat and start 
to fail. So we must either provide a larger custom wall enclosure to accommodate the TV tuner or the 
TV tuner must be located elsewhere other than the enclosure. Please advise. 
RESPONSE: AVerMedia stated dimensions of TV tuner specified are 7”x4.5”x1”. Extron has confirmed 
the unit will fit within the vented Wall Vault shown as basis of design. If wall cabinet submitted for 
Classroom AV system equipment does not provide needed ventilation, the contractor will be required to 
provide ceiling enclosure for the TV tuner. 
 
3. Drawing TSD-502 shows several decora style inserts side by side on the L faceplate. While the inserts 
themselves will likely fit in the gang boxes, the decorator-style wall-plates will most likely not. They will 
take up too much room on the sides and begin to overlap each other.  It would require customized wall- 
plates to make them fit. Please confirm these can be added to the bid. 
RESPONSE: “L” outlet consist of two double gang boxes. Contractor to provide decora inserts and frames 
necessary for outlet configuration. Contractor to provide brushed stainless-steel finish for all cover 
plates. 
 
4. The Products/Materials list specifies Extron HDMI Pro/25 cables, which will be used to connect one 
of the wall plates to the switcher in the enclosure and the switcher to the projector.  This means that at 
least at the L outlet, the HDMI connector must fit within the gang box, as it is connecting to a wall plate 
and not make a tight 90 degree bend, as this prohibited under the Installation terms. However, the 
Extron cable’s HDMI connector alone is 2.5” long and then requires a bend radius of another 4”. The 
gang boxes are unlikely to be 6” in depth. Please confirm that optical HDMI cables can be utilized 
instead. 
RESPONSE: The Extron HDMI Pro cable is to plug into the Extron WPD 110A decora insert shown on the 
“L” outlet detail on drawing TSD-502. This insert specified includes a 10” pigtail to allow for a vertical 
connection of the HDMI cable within the “L” outlet box. An optical HDMI cable would also be 
acceptable. 
 



5. No document camera is listed in the specs or drawings, but they are referenced as a source that 
would utilize one of the L plates HDMI inputs. Please confirm that the document cameras are being 
provided by others and what make and model they will be. If the AV contractor is to supply them, 
please specify a make and model. 
RESPONSE: No document camera is required under this solicitation. 
 
6. Room 139 (Media) shows a ceiling mounted Epson Powerlite projector rather than an short-throw 
interactive projection system. 

a.    Please confirm that any projection screen is being provided and installed by others. 
RESPONSE: Confirmed.  

b.   Please provide the dimensions of the screen 
RESPONSE: Screen is 123" diagonal viewing area screen (Type A) – see attachments. 

c.    Please clarify where the screen will be located. What wall will it be on? 
RESPONSE: See attachment. 

d.   Please confirm that the rest of the system (inputs, control, voice lift, etc) should be the Extron 
Wall-Vault system (or equivalent) 

RESPONSE: Confirmed. 
e.   The Epson Powerlite is not an interactive projector. The WallVault system includes a USB 

port on the ‘L’ wall plate which is supposed to connect to the interactive projector to run the 
interactive software. What should be done with the USB port for this room if it is not being 
used for the projector? 
RESPONSE: Run it to the USB port on the projector. 
 

7. Room 142 (Technology) shows two short throw interactive projectors, but appears to show only one 
Extron Wall-Vault (or equivalent) system. An HDMI splitter is detailed in a callout, indicating that the 
HDMI output of the Extron switcher/amp should go to the splitter and then from there to both 
projectors. 

a.    The Wall-Vault system does not appear to have sufficient control ports to operate a second 
projector. CEC control through the HDMI cable is not likely to work on the Epson projector. 
How should the 2nd projector be controlled? 
RESPONSE: Hand held remote. 

b.   There is only 1 USB port on the ‘L’ wall plate and only 1 ‘L’ wall plate shown. How will the 
2nd interactive display connect to a laptop via USB to run interactive software? 
RESPONSE: Only provided for one projector. 

c. Where is the HDMI splitter to be located? We cannot confirm at this time that it will fit in 
the WallVault enclosure and be able to accommodate the three HDMI connections needed. 
RESPONSE: In the enclosure, if not possible based on submittals, at the projector. 

 
8. Please confirm that there is no AV system in the Auditorium, Gymnasium or Dining area that is part of 
this contract. 
RESPONSE: Confirmed. Secondary package contractor is responsible for providing data 
connection to AV systems in Auditorium and Dining. 
 
9. Please confirm whether the video distribution system should be analog or digital. 
RESPONSE: The CATV distribution system should distribute an analog signal. 
 
10. According to the floor plan scale, there are several classrooms in both locations that exceed 200’ in 
RF cable distance from the IDF/MDF closets. For a digital distribution system with five (5) sources, we 



MUST spec a video distribution system for up to 1 Gigahertz of bandwidth, accounting for cable loss, 
noise loads, industry standard practices of overhead, future proofing, etc. Cable runs in excess of 200’ 
would exceed the specs of various manufactures (including Comm Scope Cable, Blonder Tongue, and 
Toner) to provide a distribution system with that capacity. To that end, we would like to propose a 
head-end system with drop extensions. Because such a design would require the use of taps outside of 
the IDF closets in order for the signal to reliably reach the farthest rooms, best practice design 
standards dictate that a tap be centrally located as close to as many of the rooms as possible such that 
the distance between the tap and any room drop is less than 150’. The non-IDF taps would serve as 
head-end extensions, not unlike the IDFs themselves, from the MDF. If there are concerns about taps 
or splitter being located in hallways or the cable trays, this can be addressed if a room location 
relatively central between the IDF/MDF closets and the end points, such as a storage closet, could be 
identified and utilized for a tap and possibly amp to be wall-mounted on a small plywood square and 
locally powered. This would prevent the tap from actually being in the cable trays or hallway plenum, 
but still allow it to be installed and used as the design specifies.  Please confirm this is acceptable. 
RESPONSE: The system design shows DTA units converting incoming signals to analog for 
distribution which should be under the 860MHz bandwidth of the system specified. Distances have 
been taken into account in the tap value calculations of the design. 
 
11. Please confirm that the video distribution system requires a two way interactive / Return Path 
insertion and headend control. 
RESPONSE: Confirmed. 
 
12. The specified Vizio model display may not be available. Can a different make and model be 
specified if necessary? 
RESPONSE: Substitutions will be reviewed for compatibility.  Reference requirements in Lyndhurst 
Addendum 4, question 17. 
 
13. Addendum #1 generally specifies Mobile 65” Interactive carts. Due to the wide range of mobile 
carts of various manufacturers, possible accessories, component connections and patch cord cabling 
options, etc. additional details and cart specifics are requested. Please clarify the make and model of 
the desired interactive cart, as well as any accessories, equipment, and connections. 
RESPONSE:  Information previously provided on iRover flat panel cart - See Lyndhurst addendum 4, 
question 18.  Information attached on SMART Board 6075 interactive flat panel that should be included 
with each cart. 
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Commercial Cabling & Sound, Inc. 
10540 York Rd., Suite K   
Cockeysville, Maryland 21030    

 
Phone: 410-628-0434 
Fax: 410-628-0435 
email: sales.ccsi@comcast.net 
                 
  
PROJECT: 
Baltimore City Public Schools 
Lyndhurst Elementary 
School #088 
621 Wildwood Parkway  
Baltimore, Maryland 21229 
  
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER:  
Turner Construction Company   
250 W. Pratt Street, Suite 620 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 
Phone: 410-715-7240 
 
 
SUBMITTAL – Condensed  (standard Baltimore City Public Schools equipment) 
SECTION 11 52 13 PROJECTION SCREENS - Ceiling hung, permanently tensioned, electric 
operation projection screens (16:10 aspect ratio image size) with 24 volt wall mounted remote 
three-position control switch with cover and plate. (PART 2 – PRODUCTS)  

Draper Premier #101640 Media Center - Type A: 123” diagonal viewing area 
w/#121223 single station low voltage control (1 unit) 
Draper Premier #101641 Community Learning - Type B:  137” diagonal viewing area 
w/#121223 single station low voltage control (1 unit) 
Draper Premier #101642 Dining Room - Type C: 165” diagonal viewing area w/#121223 
single station low voltage control (1 unit) 

 
SECTION 27 41 00 AUDIO VISUAL AND SOUND SYSTEMS (PART 2 – PRODUCTS) 
 Cafeteria Sound System  

AtlasIED 324-15 300 series wall mounted swing cabinet (1 unit) 
Nexia CS Presentation mixer with VS8 volume control (1 unit) 
Ashly KLR2000 stereo power amplifier (1 unit) 

  Williams Sound PPA457PRO hearing impaired system (1 unit) 
  Shure SLX124/85/SM58 combo wireless microphone system (2 units) 
  Atlas ECS-3 power conditioner and sequencer (1 unit) 
  Atlas SD4-14 4RU 14” storage drawer (1 unit) 
  RDL D-J3 female microphone connector (6 units) 
  Shure SM58S handheld wired microphone with on/off switch (2 units) 
  Shure MX412/C Gooseneck podium mic (2 units) 
  Shure C25B 25’ microphone extension cable (4 units) (no illustration) 
  AtlasIED MS12CE microphone floor stand (4 units)  

https://www.atlasied.com/f/1424/300_Series_Racks_Data.pdf
https://az797264.vo.msecnd.net/assets/docs/default-source/default-document-library/biamp_data_sheet_nexia_cs_dec08-1.pdf?sfvrsn=0
http://cdn.biamp.com/software/docs/default-source/downloads/v8-s8-vs8_brc_(18dec06).pdf?sfvrsn=0
http://ashly.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/klr-series.pdf
https://www.williamssound.com/resources/products/web/ppa/ppa_457_all_versions_spec_en.pdf
http://cdn.shure.com/specification_sheet/upload/109/us_pro_slxspecsheet.pdf
https://www.atlasied.com/ecs-3
https://www.atlasied.com/sd4-14
http://www.rdlnet.com/downloads/datasheets/d-j1_j2_j3_b.pdf
http://cdn.shure.com/specification_sheet/upload/82/sm58-specification-sheet-english.pdf
http://cdn.shure.com/specification_sheet/upload/52/us_pro_mx412s_418s_specsheet.pdf
https://www.atlasied.com/f/2032/ATS004131%20MS-10C(CE)%20&%20MS-12C(CE)%20Datasheet%20RevA.pdf
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B. Clarifications 

 
1. CLARIFICATION:  "Q" outlets include four Cat 6 Data cables. 

2. CLARIFICATION: Projector mounts for interactive wall mounted projectors are to be Epson ELPMB46 
as called out on drawing TSD-502 of bid documents.  Classroom AV system equipment is to be 
housed in wall mounted cabinet in accordance with bid documents 

3. CLARIFICATION: Contractor to provide complete classroom AV systems, including sound 
enhancement systems in accordance with drawing TSD-502 and Specification Section 27 41 00 of bid 
documents. 

4. CLARIFICATION:  Contractor to provide and install complete classroom AV systems, including wall 
cabinets, in accordance with drawing TSD-502 and Specification Section 27 41 00 of bid documents. 

5.  CLARIFICATION:  "PRl" outlets are located at LED TV displays and will not require a TV tuner. 


